octoScope Announces Continental Resources as a Strategic Worldwide Channel Partner
MARLBORO, MA – August 3, 2012 - octoScope, Inc., the innovator in wireless test solutions, today announced
strategic channel partnership with Continental Resources (ConRes) for the distribution and support of wireless
test solutions based on the octoBox™ series of small anechoic chambers.
“We look forward to working with the experienced and responsive ConRes team to help R&D and production
customers create robust wireless testbeds, provide test automation and develop reliable calibration procedures,”
said Fanny Mlinarsky, President of octoScope.
The octoBox design is optimized for stable and repeatable testing of modern wireless devices incorporating
2G/3G/LTE, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GPS and other radios, including military and medical devices. Designed with
wireless test applications in mind, the robust and methodical octoBox architecture provides for ergonomic
placement of test equipment, mounting of devices under test and careful interconnection of high frequency test
fixturing. Mounted on a base with casters, octoBox chambers can be stacked and effortlessly wheeled around the
lab to create flexible interconnections. With nearly perfect isolation and damping of reflections, the octoBox
chambers enable multiple wireless devices to be flexibly interconnected in a variety of topologies and with
controlled emulation of wireless channel conditions.
“We are excited to add the octoBox wireless test solution to our product offering. With the increasingly crowded
airwaves and pervasive interference, our customers demand superior isolation and signal stability performance
that octoBox provides,” said Joy Waters, National Distribution Manager Test & Measurement Division. Unlike
competitive offerings, octoBox requires no screen rooms even for the most sensitive RF measurements.
About octoScope
octoScope offers wireless test solutions and services to companies building or deploying modern communications
devices and networks, including LTE and Wi-Fi. octoScope's test solutions include a family of octoBox™ small
anechoic chambers and octoFade™ channel emulation logic.
About Continental Resources (ConRes)
From test equipment to IT products, professional services, and OEM/Embedded computing, ConRes provides
high technology solutions and support to business, government, and academia. ConRes’ test equipment division
provides U.S. and international test equipment sales and rentals of new and fully calibrated, pre-owned test
equipment. As a hybrid VAR™ (Value Added Reseller), ConRes IT solutions division combines a broad spectrum
of IT products with a host of professional services to deliver unbiased infrastructure and data center solutions.
With their own, ISO-registered 45,000 sq ft facility ConRes offers a metrology lab featuring NIST-traceable
calibration as well as a host of staging, configuration and logistics support services.
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